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BiZZdesign is a Software Company 
that Supports Organizations in 

Designing and Realizing 
Business Change
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Gartner Magic Quadrant for EA Tools 2019
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▪ It’s difficult to define the business case for architecture

▪ Much of the value of architecture is in cost & risk avoidance

▪ You cannot calculate a business case for that, but you can measure the 

effects of architecture

▪ Architecture is perceived as a long-term view

▪ But EA can contribute in the short term too!

▪ Architecture is often seen as technology management

▪ Your ‘Digital Transformation’ is not a goal in itself. It should be about 

what technology can do for your enterprise

Why Is It Hard To Convince Your C-Level Of EA’s Value?
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▪ The term ‘Architecture’ is associated with building & construction, 

engineering, and hence with IT

▪ Executives often think of architects as ‘chief software builders’

▪ But true enterprise architecture is not (just) about IT systems

▪ Talking about ‘business architecture’ still has the A-word in it

▪ So maybe call it something else when talking to the C-suite

▪ E.g. ‘enterprise design’, ‘enterprise coherence’, ’structure governance’, 

‘capability development’, ‘dependency management’, … 

And There Is The Problem With The Word ‘Architecture’…
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Important concerns at C-level:

▪ Capital allocation: deciding where to invest, in line with strategy

▪ Business agility: speeding up change to implement that strategy

▪ Customer centricity: aligning the enterprise with customer needs

▪ Regulatory compliance: the ever increasing impact of regulation

▪Operational resilience: proactively dealing with disruptions

Enterprise architecture provides key insights to tackle these issues!

What Keeps Executives Awake At Night?
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“[…] Once they become CEOs, they 
face new responsibilities. They 

now must make capital allocation 
decisions, a critical job that they 
may have never tackled and that 
is not easily mastered. […] Over 

time, the skill with which a 
company's managers allocate 

capital has an enormous impact 
on the enterprise's value.”

Warren Buffett, CEO of Berkshire Hathaway

Capital Allocation



Where do you invest effectively (and where do you save cost)?

You need to:

1. Know the potential impact of that investment

2. Weigh it against other uses of that capital

Capital Allocation
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This requires a line of sight between the parts of your enterprise, 

e.g.: 

▪What does project X create?

▪How does that improve my business capabilities?

▪How do these support value creation for my target customers?

▪How does that contribute to my strategy and bottom line?

Investment Impact
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Strategic Direction
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Strategic Direction
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Balanced Scorecard
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Balanced Scorecard
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Business Model
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Value Creation – Business Outcome Journey Map
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Business Capabilities
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Strategic Alignment – Goals vs. Capabilities Concerned
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Investment Focus – Project Impact
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Projects By Category and Portfolio
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Projects By Category and Portfolio
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“It is not the strongest of the 
species that survives, nor the 
most intelligent, but the one 
most adaptable to change.”

Charles Darwin

Business Agility



▪ Process agility: agility in your development and change processes

▪ System agility: agility in your operational systems and processes

▪ Business agility: agility as strategic focus, enabled by process and 

system agility

“Agile” ≠ “doing Scrum” 

Main Aspects of Agility
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Process Agility: Collaboration And Iteration Are Key
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Waterfall Agile



System Agility: Value of Architecture
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Feature Architecture

Bug Technical Debt

visible invisible

positive
value

negative
value

(Philippe Kruchten)



▪ Complexity: many dependencies between the elements of a 

system, ‘everything’ is related to ‘everything else’ 

▪ Complex systems are not agile, because:

▪ you need to understand the dependencies before making a change

▪ changes themselves are a lot of work

▪ local changes may have many unforeseen side-effects

▪ lots of testing is needed

▪ And replacing a complex monolith by a complex web of 

microservices won’t really help…

Complexity: Enemy of System Agility
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▪ Agility is not just about software development processes, but an 

enterprise-wide issue

▪ Architecture is essential for sustained business agility:

▪ Keep complexity in check

▪ Reduce unwanted dependencies

▪ Avoid ‘agile silos’ that build instant legacy

➢ Organize your architecture around your business capabilities

Architecting For Agility
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“There is only one boss:  
the customer.

And he can fire everybody in the 
company, from the chairman on 

down, simply by spending his 
money somewhere else.”

Sam Walton, Walmart founder

Customer Centricity



▪How does a customer perceive your products/services? 

▪How can you use that information to improve your offering?

▪ You need to show a single face to the customer

▪ All activities, departments, systems need to be joined up to align 

with customer needs and expectations

▪ Enterprise architecture is the discipline that joins up things

Putting Your Customers at the Center
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Customer Journey Map (Baseline)
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Customer Journey Map (Target)
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Business Capabilities Related To Customer Touch Points
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Investment Focus – Project Impact
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“All I want is compliance 
with my wishes, after 

reasonable discussion.”

Winston Churchill

Regulatory
Compliance



▪ Regulatory compliance is an ever-increasing headache at C-level

▪ Some companies spend > 50% of their change budget on compliance

▪ Take the GDPR and its huge fines for non-compliance 

▪ up to 4% of worldwide turnover…

▪How do you ensure correct use of personal data in a complex 

enterprise with many products, processes, and systems?

▪ It’s all about understanding how the bits fit together: Architecture

Regulatory Compliance
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▪ Classify your data with relevant 

security and privacy attributes

▪Use architecture models to show 

the flow, locations and processing

of personal data across your business 

and IT landscape, and with third parties

▪Model the purpose of use to assess proportionality of data usage 

by organizations, applications and individuals

Compliance Analysis With Architecture Models
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Architecture Model of Data & Flows
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Architecture Model of Data & Flows
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Risk & Control Dashboard
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“Plans are worthless, 
but planning is 

everything”

Dwight D. Eisenhower

Operational
Resilience



▪How do you strategically manage business continuity? 

▪Many different threats, e.g. cyber criminals, economic turbulence, 

natural disasters, pandemics, …

▪ Blanket measures are often too costly, so you need to focus your 

resources where it counts most, from a strategic perspective

▪ And you need to create the flexibility to respond to the 

unexpected

▪ Again, it’s about understanding dependencies

Operational Resilience
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▪Define scenarios to evaluate your resilience

▪ Create dashboards to visualize risk, prioritize issues and define 

appropriate measures

▪Use portfolio management to decide on investments in these 

measures, so you spend where it really counts

▪ Link these investments to various lifecycles and evolution, 

to create integrated roadmaps

▪ This closes the loop to capital allocation

Support Management Decisions
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Operations Dashboard
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Application Portfolio
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Application Portfolio Filtered For Business Criticality
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Application Lifecycles & Roadmaps
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Conclusions



▪ EA is not about ‘building big systems’

▪ It is about managing enterprise-wide coherence:

▪ Making the enterprise move and change direction as one entity

▪ Ensuring it fits in and adapts to its ecosystem and customer needs

▪ Reducing complexity and speeding up change

▪ Adhering to external and internal constraints

▪ Spending your money where it counts

▪ This lays the foundation for business growth & innovation

Enterprise Architecture Makes The Bits Fit Together
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▪Don’t just play defense, also play offense

▪ Architects are often swamped by requests from the organization. 

Prioritize and dare to say no!

▪ Reserve time to proactively show value to business management, with 

views, analyses, and dashboards that address key C-level concerns

▪ Engage with other groups in your organization

▪ Join forces in showing value: 1 + 1 = 3

▪ E.g. PMO + EA, Security + EA, Finance + EA, GRC + EA, ITSM + EA

What To Do As An Architect?
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▪ Start with the results: your answers to their business concerns

▪Use appropriate artifacts: for management, analyses and 

dashboards that guide decisions on the future are more relevant 

than big current-state blueprints

▪ This is why models are much more valuable than pictures:

You can evaluate, analyze, transform, calculate, generate, 

integrate, and visualize them to support decision making

▪ Communicate, communicate, communicate!

Engaging With Management
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▪Making the Case for Enterprise Architecture: 

https://bizzdesign.com/blog/making-the-case-for-enterprise-

architecture/

▪Merger, Acquisition and Divesture Support: 

https://go.bizzdesign.com/l/584013/2019-04-17/8gjb5

▪How Enterprise Architects Can Contribute to Innovation: 

https://go.bizzdesign.com/l/584013/2020-05-20/4qw53d

More Information
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www.bizzdesign.com


